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　　Abstract　　The f iber orientation dist ribut ion in a fiber suspension f low w as investigated by a finite diff erence scheme in spherical co-
ordinates.T he dif fusivity was t ransformed between Cartesian and spherical coordinates through tensor analysi s to obtain eff iciency.It is

found that under simple shear f low condition the di ffusivity in the azimu thal di rection , Dr  , has greater effect on the orientat ion dist ribu-

t ion than that in the colati tude direct ion , Drθθ.
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　　 Fiber suspension f low has a st rong backg round

in industrial applications , such as papermaking , fiber-
reinforced composi tes , and polymer indust ry.Planar
fiber suspension f low is simpler to study than 3D

flow , while it is still very important in practice.Since
quasi planar flow s(the spanw ise scale is much bigger

than the cross scale)can satisfy the need of batch

production , the results of planar f low s can indicate

more complicated flow characterist ics.One common

w ay of simulating fiber suspension is to model the

fiber as a rigid cylinder wi th leng th l and diameter

d.According to different fiber volume fract ion c and

aspect rat io rc=l/ d , three regimes are defined:di-

lute , semi-concentrated , and concentrated regime.In

the dilute regime (c <1/ r
2
c), the average f iber dis-

tance is larger than the length l , fibers seldom collide

and rotate freely , and thus the fiber interactions can

be neg lected;in the semi-concentrated regime (1/ r
2
c

<c <1/ r c), fibers interact through the hydrody-
namics;in the concentrated regime (c >1/ r c), the
average f iber distance is of the order of the diameter

d , fibers collide f requently and almost canno t rotate.
The semi-concentrated regime is of most importance

in applications.

There are tw o main problems in the f iber sus-
pension f low research.One is to find out the fiber

movement in a certain flow , the other is to point out
the inf luence of dif ferent fiber configurations on the

f low .Jeffery[ 1] studied the mot ion of an ellipsoid im-
mersed in simple shear New tonian f low , neglecting
the inertia and Brow nian ro tation.He found that el-
lipsoid ro tated periodically and the t race of one end of

the ellipsoid w as characterized by the known Jef fery

orbits.Bretherton[ 2] show ed that the same equations
could be used to describe the mot ion of any axisym-
metric particle provided that one used an equivalent

aspect ratio r e that is equal to the actual aspect ratio

rp for ellipsoidal particles , and fo r cylindrical particle

r e≈0.7rp.Based on Jeffery' s theoretical result and

thei r own experiment , Folgar and Tucker
[ 3]

devel-
oped a mathemat ical model to predict the orientat ion

dist ribution function of rigid fibers in concentrated

suspensions , which contained a phenomenological

term to account for interactions between fibers.The
Folgar and Tucker formulation co rrectly ref lects the

fact that the orientational dif fusivity should be pro-
portional to a scalar measure of the velocity g radient.
However , the expression for the dif fusivity contains

an arbi trary dimensionless constant w hich should be

determined separately for dif ferent molding experi-
ment by fit ting.Koch[ 4] presented a model fo r the

orientation resulting f rom hydrodynamic fiber-fiber
interactions in a general linear shear flow .The con-
stants appearing in the expression for the diffusivity

are determined from calculations of orientat ional dif-
fusion in pure ex tensional flows.The model is tested
by experimental and theo retical studies of orientation-



al dynamics in simple shear flow .

For the Jef fery' s model , the single fiber rotation
equation is

p
·
=ω· p +λ(ε· p -ε∶ppp) (1)

where p is the uni t vector aligned with the fiber axis ,

ω=( u
 
- u)/2 is the vorticity tensor , ε=( u

 

+ u)/2 is the deformation rate tensor , and λ=(r
2
c

-1)/(r
2
c+1).The orientation distribution function

ψin the Lag rangian representation is depicted by the

Fokker-Planck equation
 ψ
 t + p ·(ψp

·
-Dr · pψ)=0 (2)

which means that the dist ribution function is conser-
vative in the fiber orientation probability space , and
the g radient p is computed over the fiber space con-
f ig uration.

And the orientat ional dif fusion is
[ 4]

Dr =
nl

3

k ln
2
rc
(λ1 Iε∶〈pppp〉∶ε

+λ2ε∶〈pppppp〉∶ε) (3)
where I is the second-order identity tensor , κis a
characteristic measure of the velocity g radient that

w ill be taken as κ=[( u i/ xj)( u i/ x j)]
(1/2)
, n

is the fiber number density , the angle brackets denote
the ensemble average over the f iber orientational

space , and λ1=0.00316 , λ2=0.113.

For the second main problem , Batchelor
[ 5]

de-
veloped a general constitutive equation for suspensions

of particles of any shape in New tonian liquids at arbi-
trary concentrations , which gave the relationship be-
tween the microst ructure of particles and the macro-
scopic property of solut ion.While the model is too

complicated to use , Batchelor[ 6 , 7] simplified the mod-
el for slender fibers in a dilute suspension

τ=2με+μf 〈pppp〉 -
1
3
I〈pp〉 ∶ε (4)

A4 =〈pppp〉 =∮ppppψd p (5)

A2 =〈pp〉 =∮ppψd p (6)

where τis the deviatoric stress of suspension flow , μ

the New tonian f luid viscosi ty , and μf = 4r
2
ccμ/

3log(2rc)is the apparent viscosity brought by fiber

suspension , and c is the fiber volume concentration.
Shaqfeh and Fredrickson[ 8] used a diag rammatic

renormalization technique to derive an expression fo r

the average Greesn' s function in a semi-dilute suspen-
sion , and showed that

μf =
4r

2
ccμ

3[ log(1/ c)+log log(1/ c)+A]
(7)

where A=0.159 fo r an aligned suspension and A =
-0.663 fo r an isotropic suspension.

Some researcher abstained from the orientat ion

dist ribution function and obtained the second and the

fourth order orientation tensor evolution equation by

the ensemble average of Eq.(1).While there are

more variables than equations in the method , a clo-
sure problem appears.Several closure models w ere in-
t roduced by Hinch and Advani et al.

[ 9—11]
.Cintra

and Tucker[ 12] developed a new family of closure ap-
proximations , called o rthot ropic closures , and claimed
that the ortho tropic fi tted closure is far more accurate

than any earlier closure approximation.

Recently , great ef fort has focused on f iber sus-
pension of turbulent f low s , Lin et al.[ 13—15] , Parsheh
et al.[ 16] and Shin and Koch[ 17] have carried out some
relevant research.

In this paper , the Fokker-Planck equation is

solved by a dif ference scheme in spherical coordi-
nates.The ef fect of dif fusivity on the orientation has
been investigated.Meanwhile , Koch' s

[ 4]
diffusion

model(Eq.(3))was invest ig ated in simple shear

f low .Tensor analysis w as used to deal w ith the dif fu-
sivity tensor Dr in both Cartesian and spherical coor-
dinates for efficiency .

1　Numerical scheme

Finding the analy tical solution of the Fokker-
Planck equation is very hard w ork.Here , we try to

directly solve the Fokker-Planck equation by f inite

difference method.Because the dif fusivity depends on
the distribution , complete solution of the coupled

nonlinear problem is too t ime consuming.The nonlin-
ear problem can be separated into two parts:one is to
study the dist ribution evolution for given dif fusivity;
the other is to study the dif fusivity dependence on the

dist ribution.It is expected that this simplif icat ion

w ill give an insight into the understanding of the fiber

orientation dist ribution with diffusion.

In spherical coo rdinates , Eq.(2) can be ex-
panded as

 ψ
 t
=-

1
sinθ

 ψθ﹒ sinθ-Dθθ
 ψ
 θ

sinθ

 θ

- 1
sinθ

 ψ 
·
-D  

1
sinθ

 ψ
  

  
(8)
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where Dθθand D  are the θand  directions' diffu-
sion coef ficients , respectively .Discretizing the com-
putational field and integ rating Eq.(8)on each con-
trol area Ψij , we obtain

∫Ψ
i j

 ψ
 t

sinθdθd 

　=-∫Ψ
i j

 ψθ﹒ sinθ-Dθθ
 ψ
 θ

sinθ

 θ
dθd 

　　-∫Ψ
i j

 ψ 
·
-D  

1
sinθ

 ψ
  

  
dθd (9)

Assuming that
 ψ
 t

is constant over the control area

Ψij , then

 ψ
 t
cosθ

θ
+

i

θ
-

i

δ j = ψθ﹒ sinθ-Dθθ
 ψ
 θ

sinθ
θ
+

i

θ
-

i

δ j

　　+ ψ 
·
-

D  

sinθ
 ψ
  

 
+

j

 
-

j

δθi (10)

The superscripts + and - denote the forw ard and

backw ard control area boundary points , respectively ,
and δ and δθare the grid interval.Because the main
difficulty for numerical solution of a convection-diffu-
sion problem is the proper t reatment of the convective

term , a third-order accurate QUICK scheme[ 18] was

adopted to simulate the convective term , and a sec-
ond-order accurate center dif ference was utilized fo r

the dif fusion term.Since in the spherical coo rdinate ,
 is multivalued at the pole θ=0 , the numerical solu-
tion w ill fail at the singular point.Assuming an iso-
lated condition at the singular point , i.e.no distribu-
tion current tow ards or outw ards the pole , and artifi-
cially set ting a no flux boundary condi tion at θ=θp ,

where θp is a small posi tive value , the singularity can
be circumvented.Different θp values around 0.1 have
been used to test the numerical stability , and i t has
been proved to be feasible.Because the orientation

distribution close to the pole is very small , impreci-
sion in the local area w ill not severely af fect the global

results.

An adaptive fourth-order Runger-Kutta method

is adopted to deal w ith the t ime variable.

The analy tical[ 1] and numerical results of the ori-
entation distribution evolution w ithout diffusion in

simple shear flow are compared in Fig.1.The nu-
merical results ag ree well w ith the analytical solution.
Although the orientation distribut ion w ill get the

maximum at the flow direction over the time period ,
yet the peak value f irst appears elsew here , and g radu-
ally shif ts to the flow direction.Fig .2 show s the ori-
entation distribution w ith different dif fusivities.It is
w orthy of pointing out that there is no periodical rota-
tion when diffusion appears.The Fokker-Plank equa-
tion wi th diffusion w ill decay to reach a stable state

w hen sufficient time elapsed[ 19] .The period T co rre-
sponds to no dif fusion case.It is just a reasonable

t ime scale to depict the dist ribution evolvement.The
θdirection dif fusivity has mino r dif fusion ef fect on

the distribution , since the result of Dθθ=0.01 , D  
=0 is close to that of zero diffusivity , and the result
of Dθθ=0.01 , D  =0.01 is close to that of Dθθ=0 ,

D  =0.01.The θdirection dif fusivity slight ly causes

the distribut ion decrease close to the flow plane θ=π/
2.The  direction diffusivity decreases the dist ribu-
tion for θ>0.32π, but increases the distribut ion for

θ<0.32π.The dif fusion makes the distribution f lat-
ter.Unexpected behavior of the distribution for zero
diffusivi ty close to θ=0 is also found.The reason

may be the treatment of avoiding singulari ty.But dif-
fusivity obviously improves the numerical stabili ty.

Fig.1.　Orientation dist ribut ion evolution w ithout diffusion in

simple shear flow.On the θ=π/ 2 plane , the period T corresponds
to no dif fusion case.

Fig.2.　Orientation dist ribut ion wi th dif ferent diffusiviti es in sim-
ple shear f low(on the  plane corresponding to the peak value posi-
tion at t ime 0.08T).
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2　Diffusivity

The Fokker-Planck equation(Eq.(3))is a cou-
pled nonlinear system.Finding its complete solution
is very diff icult since the determinat ion of dif fusivity

involves a g reat amount of integration evaluat ion , and
an iteration algo rithm is necessary to deal wi th the

coupling.In the above section the diffusion effect on

the o rientation dist ribution has been studied.In this

sect ion , the w ay how the diffusivity depends on the

o rientation distribution is invest ig ated.Presuming an
o rientation distribution in a simple shear f low w ithout

diffusion , then the dif fusivity evolution corresponding
to the distribution can be determined[ 4] .The results
together w ith those obtained in the above section will

present some know ledge for the coupled nonlinear

sy stem .

In planar flow s , i t is natural to take Cartesian

coo rdinates to depict the vorticity tensor ω and the

defo rmation rate tensor ε.Therefore , the f iber orien-
tation vector p has simple expression of ωand εin
Cartesian coordinates.However , It is mo re conve-
nient to take spherical coordinates to depict a non-
stretchable fiber rotating in 3D space.The dif fusivity
is related with bo th the fiber o rientation vecto r p and

the orientation distribution (implicitly contained in

the terms of 〈pppp〉 and 〈pppppp〉), so it is neces-
sary to t ransfo rm the variables between the Cartesian

and spherical coordinates.

First , the diffusivity is obtained in Cartesian co-
ordinates , and then i t is converted to contravariant in
spherical coordinates through coordinate t ransforma-
tion.

The contravariant component of the dif fusivity

tensor is

D
ij
r =

nl
3

γln
2
r c
(λ1δ

ij
εklA

klmn
4 εmn +λ2εklA

k lijmn
6 εmn)

(11)
where A4 and A6 denote 〈pppp〉 and 〈pppppp〉, re-
spectively .In Cartesian coordinates , the contravari-
ant and covariant are identical.In planar flow s , only
D

11
r =D

xx
r =Dr x x and D

22
r =D

yy
r =Dry y exist.

The transformation matrix f rom Cartesian coor-

dinates(x
i
)to spherical coordinates(x

i′
)is

β
i
j′=
 x

i

 x
j′=

sinθcos rcosθcos -rsinθsin 
sinθsin rcosθsin 　r sinθcos 
cosθ -rsinθ 0

(12)

And the inverse t ransformation is

β
i′
j =β

i
-1

j′ =

sinθcos sinθsin 　cosθ
cosθcos 

r
cosθsin 

r
-
sinθ
r

-
sin 
rsinθ

cos 
rsinθ

　0

(13)
According to the t ransformation relation , the dif fu-
sivity in spherical coo rdinates is

D
i′j′
r =D

ij
rβ

i′
i β

j′
j (14)

　　Fig.3 shows the dif fusivity in Cartesian coordi-
nates in a simple shear f low .The results are unscaled

by nl
3
/γln

2
r c , and only the part in the parentheses

in Eq.(11)is considered.The same treatment is ap-
plied for the discussion in spherical coordinates here-
inaf ter.The dif fusivity in Cartesian representation is
constant over the entire flow field.Drx x and D ryy

have a similar shape corresponding to the distribut ion

evolut ion , but D rx x has larger variation magnitude.

For most orientation dist ributions , the dif fusivity is

very small.The diffusivity has a relatively large value
close to t =0 and t =T/2 , when the orientat ion is

almost iso-dist ributed.(If the tw o ends of a fiber are
identified , the fiber rotation period w ill be T/2.)
The result coincides with the w ell known conclusion

that only unaligned fibers have g reat interactions.

The dif fusivity is correlated w ith the coordinates

in spherical representat ion.Fig.3(c—d)show s the
diffusivi ty for iso-dist ributed orientation.Drθθalmost

decreases w ith θ.It can be found out that Drθθis con-
tinuous and bounded even at the singular point θ=0.
D r  uniformly decreases with θ, and tends to infinity

at the singular point.This w ill bring ano ther difficul-
ty to the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation.
Maybe it is feasible to fix  ψ/  =0 to omit the dif-
fusivi ty Dr  in the region close to θ=0.Fig.4
show s the dif fusivity evolution corresponding to the

dist ribution.The results are similar w ith those in

Fig.3.

3　Conclusion

A numerical scheme has been developed to deal

w ith fiber orientation w ith diffusion.The pole singu-
larity of Fokker-Planck equat ion in spherical coordi-
nates is circumvented by a t rick.It has been found

that under simple shear flow condition the diffusivity

in the azimuthal di rection , Dr  , has g reater ef fect on
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Fig.3.　Diffusivity in simple shear flow.(a)D rx x in Cartesian co-

ordinates;(b)Dryy in Cartesian coordinates;(c)Drθθin spherical

coordinates;(d)Dr  in spherical coordinates.

Fig.4.　Diffusivity evolution in spherical coordinates in simple
shear f low.(a)Drθθdi ffusivity;(b)Dr  diffusivity.

the orientation distribution than that in the colati tude

direction , Drθθ.The relation between the fiber orien-

tation and inter-fiber diffusion has been investigated

in both Cartesian and spherical coordinates.The

transformation between the Cartesian and spherical

coordinates has bridged the gap betw een the separate

proper expressions in the tw o coordinates.The re-
search is expected to promote the understanding of

fiber orientation distribution in complex flows.
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Correction

For the abstract “Language experience modulates visual word processing:Evidence f rom an fMRI training

study” by He Qinghua et al.,which appeared in Special Issue of 2007 , the second author' s name should be in-
stead read:“Zhao Libo” .
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